### MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

- **11:00 - 11:40 a.m.**
  - Anticoagulation in Special Populations
    - Scott Kaatz
    - Prince George's BCDE

- **11:00 - 11:40 a.m.**
  - Last Minute Harricks and Palliative Care - Do They Meet in the Middle?
    - Tammie Quest
    - Maryland ACIT-3

- **11:00 - Noon**
  - Innovative Hospitalist Staffing Models
    - Daniel Thomas
    - Potomac C

- **11:00 - Noon**
  - Targeted Reimbursements from the Multi-Center Medication Reconciliation Quality Improvement Study (MARMIS)
    - Nathan Shook
    - Tammie Quest

- **11:00 - 11:40 a.m.**
  - To Do If You Get Sued
    - Franklin Michota
    - Woodrow Wilson A

### EARLY AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS

- **2:50 - 3:30 p.m.**
  - Insulin Pumps: Who Should Manage Them Inpatient...You or the Patient??
    - Nancy Winson
    - Maryland BD/4-6

- **2:50 - 3:30 p.m.**
  - Update in Infectious Disease
    - Jennifer Hardman
    - Maryland ACIT-3

- **2:50 - 4:05 p.m.**
  - How to Give a Great Talk
    - Bradley Sharpe
    - National Harbor 10-11

- **2:50 - 4:05 p.m.**
  - RAPID FIRE PANEL: Hot Topics in Practice Management Updates on Key Issues Including the Key Characteristics of an Effective HHM
    - Jon Braun
    - Jeffrey Frank
    - Roy Sittig
    - Potomac C

- **2:50 - 4:05 p.m.**
  - Research and Innovations Oral Presentations
    - Woodrow Wilson D

- **2:50 - 4:05 p.m.**
  - Assessments of Medical Capacity
    - Steven Miles
    - Woodrow Wilson A

- **2:50 - 4:05 p.m.**
  - It’s Getting Hot in Here – The Management of Fabria Inflants
    - Kathleen Finn
    - Potomac C

### LATE AFTERNOON BREAKOUT SESSIONS

- **4:20 - 5:00 p.m.**
  - Common Mismanagement of Medications in Patients with CKD
    - Michelle Iftedular
    - Maryland BD/4-6

- **4:45 - 5:30 p.m.**
  - The Physician’s Administrator Management Dyad
    - Chuck Allsworth
    - Potomac C

- **4:45 - 5:30 p.m.**
  - BOOTCAMP Care Transitions Across the Continuum: The Elephants Playing in the Sandbox
    - Jeffrey Greenwald
    - Mark Williams
    - Potomac D

### WORKSHOPS

- **11:00 a.m. - 12:35 p.m.**
  - Choose Your Own Adventure: Team Quilt for the Holy Grail, Workshop in Clinical Reasoning and Medical Heuristics
    - Kathleen Finn
    - National Harbor 2

- **11:00 a.m. - 12:35 p.m.**
  - The Abduction: Bringing the Chalk Talk into the 21st Century
    - Anoop Agrawal
    - National Harbor

- **11:00 a.m. - 12:35 p.m.**
  - Potomac AB

- **1:15 - 2:30 p.m.**
  - Multi-site Hospitalist Leaders: Unique Challenges/What You Should Know - National Harbor 7

- **1:40 - 2:40 p.m.**
  - Academic and Research Speed Mentorship - Chesapeake DE

- **1:40 - 2:40 p.m.**
  - Update in Hospital Medicine - Kathleen M. Finn, MD, M. Phil, FACP, FHM and Jeffrey Greenwald, MD - Potomac AB

### WANTED: LEADERS IN HOSPITAL MEDICINE

Learn more about the requirements for a Fellow in Hospital Medicine designation.

YOU MAY BE CLOSER THAN YOU THINK.
All Day - Hospitalists on the Hill
7:00 - 7:30 a.m. - Participant Check-in | National Harbor 12-13 Followed by morning briefing and departure for Capitol Hill.
7:00 - 7:40 a.m. - Breakfast | Potomac Foyer

MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

7:40 - 8:15 a.m. - Doctors vs. "Bugs": Ongoing Battles in the Treatment of Sepsis
Philadelphia Decker
Maryland BD/4-6
7:40 - 8:15 a.m. - More than Blowing Hot Air: CPR, BIPAP and Cases to Illustrate Their Use
Eric Siegel
Maryland AC/1-3
8:00 - 9:05 a.m. - Ongoing Battles in the Treatment of Sepsis - Sneaky or Brilliant?
Maryland BD/4-6
Charlotte Reznikoff

Academic/ Clinical Potpourri

Rapid Fire

8:45 - 9:40 a.m. - History of Medicine
Jamie Newman
National Harbor 10-11
8:45 - 9:40 a.m. - Real-Life Examples of Patient Flow Solutions
Dean Dalli, Jason Gunderson
Potomac C
8:45 - 9:40 a.m. - Choosing Wisely® in Hospital Medicine: Accomplishments and What the Future Holds
John Bulger
Potomac D
8:45 - 9:40 a.m. - Redesigning Surgical Decision Making for High-Risk Patients
Mark Katic
Woodrow Wilson A

Mid-Morning Breakout Sessions

9:00 - 9:40 a.m. - Nutritional Determinants of Sepsis: What's in a Meal?
Luci Leykum
National Harbor 4-5
9:00 - 9:40 a.m. - Addressing Futility Relations: Clinical Questions Confrontation versus Collaboration
Kenneth Epstein, Kenneth Heinrich
National Harbor 4-5

LATE MORNING BREAKOUT SESSIONS

10:30 - 11:10 a.m. - A Review of CNS Infections
Carlos Islaa
Maryland BD/4-6
10:30 - 11:10 a.m. - A Hospitalist's Guide to Using and Applying ECG in Perioperative Medicine
Woodrow Wilson A
Ben Hohmouth
Woodrow Wilson A

The Digital Doctor: Hope, Hype and Harm at the Dawn of Medicine's Computer Age
- Robert Wachter, MD, MHM | Potomac AB

11:15 - 11:50 a.m. - Non-Evidence-Based Medicine: Things We Do for No Reason
Leonard Feldman
National Harbor 10-11
10:55 - 11:50 a.m. - Integrating Quality, Education and Healthcare Information Technology
Alex Golden
National Harbor 4-5

Let Your Voice Be Heard in Congress
Hospitalists on the Hill 2015 • April 1, 2015

Your voice can make a difference. Don’t miss this opportunity to speak to members of Congress and staff about issues that are critical for hospital medicine.
 Reserve a Spot for Hospitalists on the Hill 2015 During the Registration Process for the HM15 Annual Meeting. Space is Limited.
 www.hospitalmedicine2015.org/onthehill